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Robert Frost 

Civilisation is a clearing in a great forest.

A world view.

An idea that we continually strengthen.

A circle of reason won from meaninglessness.



Some unanimity has started to form.

But the nature of the dark forest is the real problem.



our attitude towards the forest influences the

way we look at the clearing



reality shaping business

the game is ours

the mission  

to reinvent the human

at the species level



the issues we are concerned with seem to be

beyond the competence of our 

present cultural traditions



Humanity & Nature

reducing other than human to a 

subservience of western expression



Radical new cultural forms are needed

place the human within the dynamics of the planet

rather than the planet within the dynamics of the human

it is reality forming business

it is what we must do 



our clearing in the forest is the form 

by which content is shaped

a content which in turn helps 

to determine the form of the clearing



Today it’s no longer enough to “connect the world.”



Facebook users with over 500 friends only 

actively communicate with between 10 to 20 people. 



A network connects different people 

and gives them many points of 

contact for communication and transaction. 

A network is a neutral description of how

connections between composite parts form a system. 

As networks mature, 

we’re starting to see something completely new emerge.



The value of being connected 

isn’t in being networked.

It’s having an opinion 

and

taking action 

towards an outcome.



A network’s value is traditionally tied to 

the idea of more—this is what’s known as 

a “network effect.” 

The more people and things there are 

networked, the more possible connections 

there are between nodes, and the more 

valuable the network grows.

And yet, the world we’re moving to will be 

defined by the idea of 

more with less. 



The ecosystem of the earth is in a pretty dire state, it’s 

getting worse and it’s our fault. 

We need to re-connect human progress with planetary 

needs. 

If people care and earth care are not balanced then we 

are on a collision path with life systems we depend 

upon.

To get ourselves out of this we urgently need to learn 

how to act.

It should be on every schools agenda as a critical 

element in their curriculum...

but it is not...

The Problem



Our Solution

Naturally SmartPlaces
We help people to act to restore the their health, 

their places and the planet. 

We do this with as many people as possible, 

worldwide.

This knowledge, skill, understanding and 

capability is what people need to respond to the 

challenges of the 21st century.

We use this to encourage people to take action 

and we support them in doing this.

We all need to be ‘Naturally Smart’



People to people 

interactions

People to data 

interactions

Data to data 

interactions







seed

plant

nurture

yield

disperse

• register as a member

• establish a baseline

• seed a project

• publish your findings

• create a school wide design

• engage at least 2 year groups in the programme

• indicate direct links to curriculum subjects

• publish your findings

• take the programme to the whole school

• apply across all curriculum subjects

• embed into planning and development

• publish minimum of  5 programme theme outputs to the network

• begin a micro enterprise project

• embed the programme into the curriculum

• initiate links with neighbouring schools and community and 

engage in exchange activity

• publish findings

• establish a demonstration site at the school for each of the 

programme outputs

• Lead on teaching and supporting colleagues for other schools in the 

network and take a lead role in the regional development

• Publish actively on the work of the school as a NSP

Phases and indicators



Accelerating Solutions 

From Place to Place…

Needed:

• Cheap, easy and accessible for 

everyone

• Suitable for small scale application but 

accessible across entire systems

• Compatible with our need for creativity

• Naturally Smart - Regenerative 

Curriculum



A vision of the future around 

creating real, shared 

experiences that actually bring 

people together.



In the Future

we will all need to be

Naturally Smart

join us!

www.naturallysmart.world

http://www.naturallysmart.world

